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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In Marcil 1994, the City of Miami contracted with the Center for Urban Transportation Research
(CUTR) to set up a field operational test of the use of automatic vehicle location (AVL) to measure
average vehicle travel speeds on thecitis 17 transportation corridors.
The City of Miami requested this evaluation because it needed an inexpensive yet accurate method of
collecting average travel speed data to calculate roadway level-of-service (LOS) as required by the 1985
Florida Growth Management Act. However, average travel speed data collected by the AVL system also
can be used in a variety of other applications, such as air quality modelling and collection of
performance measures for ISTEA-mandated Congestion Management Systems.
CUTR set up a data gathering evaluation that used data compiled from AVL transponders installed
in the vehicles of 25 volunteer drivers. The technology vendor of the AVL system was AirTouch
Teletrac, which supplied the equipment at minimal cost. The "Miami Evaluation" ran from April25
to August 15, 1994, recording over 4,400 vehicle trips.
The vehicle locations were recorded by the AirTouch Teletrac fleet management software Fleet
DirectorTM at a workstation located at the City of Miami offices. Fleet Director1"' wrote the vehicle
location data to a file for a five-hour period on weekday mornings, a five-hour period on weekday
afternoons, and a four-hour period on Saturdays. Every week, City of Miami staff sent the latest copies
of the files to CUTR in Tampa for analysis.
CUTR researchers wrote two software programs to analyze the vehicle location data. One program
derives average travel speed for an entire trip, from the moment the vehicle ignition is turned on to
the moment the vehicle ignition is turned off. The other program correlates the geographic
coordinates (i.e., latitude and longitude) of road segments to the vehicle's recorded locations to derive
average speeds for particular segments.
To determine if the system was producing valid data, CUTR researchers established a validation
process to compare the observed values for average travel speed over an entire vehicle trip to values
calculated by CUTR's data analysis software. Comparing the data collected automatically and
manually, observed travel speeds were found to be within ± 2 mph of calculated travel speeds.

"The Mtami Method"
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BACKGROUND

Determination of roadway level-of-service (LOS) plays an important role in Florida's future_ Under
Florida's 1985 Growth Management act, "adequate" public infrastructure must be available in an area
to support future development for development to occur. There are seven types of public facilities.
However, one type- transportation-is ofien the determining factor for whether or not new development can go forward. Adequacy is defined by LOS standards, which are adopted by local governments
as part of their local comprehensive plans.
In commenting on the 1985 Growth Management Act, the Florida Department of Transportation
(FOOT) referenced, and the Department of Community Affairs (DCA) later adopted, the roadway
level-of-service determination process described in the 1985 High111a,y Capaci{y Manual (HCM). That
methodology based its determination on vehicle operating speeds, a paradigm shift from the 1965
HGM, which based its methodology on a volume-to-capacity ratio. However, direct measurement of
operating speeds by field observation was a labor-intensive and relative costly alternative (at least, until
recently). The 1985 HCM, therefore, outlined a series of formulas to estimate roadway operating speeds
from static, not trip specific, variables. Unfortunately, due to the highly dynamic nature of vehicle
operating conditions, the Hw'vf formulas have been found to yield results with significant error
com ponems.

It is believed that recent technological advances in signal processing and mobile communications can
make direct measurement of vehicle operating speeds an inexpensive and accurate alternative to
conventional means of speed data collection and monitoring. Automatic vehicle location is a means
of cominuoJIJfy monitoring the location of vehicles in a road network_ For the AirTouch Teletrac AVL
system, vehicles are equipped with \•chide locating units (VLUs), which include a transponder the size
ofa common VHS tape that uniquely identifies each vehicle and a palm-sized, "pancake" antenna that
transmits and receives radio-frequency (RF) communication signals in the 900 MHz band to a central
location at regular intervals.

Birth of the "Miami Method"
The standard methodology for determining roadway LOS proved to be unworkable for the City of
Miami. That methodology penalized Miami as a densely-populated urban area, failed to recognize
the added value of the area's extensive transit network capacity, and would have allowed for no new
development in the city. In 1989, the City developed a new methodology for roadway LOS
determination that was innovative in several ways. It used person·trips, not vehicle-trips, as the basic
unit of travel demand and it measured all available transportation capacity along transportation
corridors that could include rail lines and bus transit routes as well as roads. Miami's method measured
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capacity as a percentage of the sum of seats in individual vehicles on roadways and seats on a transit
vehicle, either rail or bus. The Miami methodology currently uses a person-trip based vehicle-tocapacity ra~o as the determinant of corridor level-of-setvice, but it proposes to use average speeds as
the LOS measurement, based on the outcome ofthis evaluation. The City Planning Division identified
17 transportation corridors within the city boundaries. They are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - MIAMI'S TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS
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In 1988, Clark Turner, transportation planner for the City of Miami, proposed that AVI. technology
could be used to measure vehicle speeds on specific corridors. In J994, City of Miami staff approached
the Center for Urban Transportation Rese-.uch (CUTR) at the University of South Florida in Tampa
to set up an evaluation of the use of AVI. to measure average vehicle travel speeds on Miami's 17
corridors.
In accordance with Resolution No. 94-97 from the City Commission meeting of February 17, 1994,
through a grant from the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Miami Urbanized Area, the
City Manager was authorized to engage the services of CUTR to prepare a technical study "toward
refinement and completion of the City's Transportation Corridors Plan." This plan represents the
transportation element of the Miami Comprehensive Neighborhood Plan for 1989-2000.

AirTouch Teletrac
CUTR recruited AirTouch Teletrac to serve as the vendor of the AVL system. AirTouch Teletrac was
recruited because of its local presence, proven customer satisfaction, and willingness to participate in
the evaluation. With corporate headquarters in Garden Grove, California, AirTouch Teletrac is a joint
venture between AirTouch Communications (formerly "PacTel Corporation") and North American
Teletrac and is a leading provider of wireless commercial and consumer vehicle location and related
mobile data communications services. Recently, it was announced that AirTouch Communications
and U.S. West intend to combine their cellular telephone operations to form a $17 billion wireless
management company over the western half of the U.S., serving 16 of the nation's top 30 markets. For
this evaluation, AirTouch Teletrac agreed to provide 25 vehicle location units, one workstation, and
one copy of its Fleet Director..• software to the City of Miami for a 113-day period at nominal cost
{to cover installation and removal ofVLUs).
The AirTouch Teletrac AVI. system uses ground-based radio-navigation in six U.S. metropolitan areas:
greater Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Houston, and the Greater Miami area.
AirTouch Teletrac sells its services to both commercial fleets that use the system for computer-aided
dispatching and fleet monitoring and private vehicle owners who use the system for stolen vehicle
recovery and emergency roadside assistance.
In south Florida, AirTouch Teletrac currently maintains a network of 27 receJvtng antennas
throughout Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties. Its AVI. system is capable of tracking vehicles
anywhere in the tri-county area. AirTouch Teletrac guarantees the accuracy of its AVL system to the
nearest 150 feet (0.028 miles or 0.000417latitudinaV longitudinal units) in any of its six metropolitan
areas of coverage. AirTouch Teletrac staff state that, because of south Florida's relatively flat terrain,
the accuracy of the south florida system is within the nearest 50 feet (0.0094 miles or 0.000139
latitudinal/ longitudinal units).
8
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Signals f.om the receiving antennas are transmitte<l to AirTouch Teletrac's operations center in Ft.
Lauderdale. The computers there calculate the location of AirTouch Teletrac's south Florida
customers. Commercial customers of the system track their vehicles using a workstation running
AirTouch's Fleet Director"'' software. The locations of vehicles in the fleet are sent to fleet operator
workstations via dedicated phone line and high-speed modem. The Fleet Director"'' software can
continually display the location of all vehicles in the fleet on an electronic base map of the Greater
Miami area, which is compiled and regularly updated by Etak, Inc., of Menlo Park, California.

AVL T ECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION

Automatic Vehicle Location {AVL) ·
Automatic vehicle location systems are being used by many kinds of customers in many kinds of
applications around the world. Delivery companies use AVL to plan the most efficient dispatch of
their fleet vehicles. Transit agencies use AVL in conjunction with informat1on displays to inform
passengers when the next bus wiD actually arrive, as opposed to when it is scheduled to arrive. Some
federally-funded traffic management projects in the United States use AVL on probe vehicles to
determine the severity of congestion in a metropolitan road network. Private citizens can even
subscribe to an AVL service that will instantly dispatch a tow-truck to their car in the event of a vehicle
breakdown.

AVL Technology Options
Several different types of technologies can be used to determine the location of a vehicle in an AVL
system. The most common types are dead-reckoning, map matching, signpost, LORAN-C, groundbased radio navigation, and global positioning systems (GPS).
Dead-Reckoning and Map-Matching

Dead-reckoning systems monitor the vehicle's internal compass and odometer and calculate its
position by measuring its distance and direction from a central starting point whose position is already
known. Dead-reckoning systems frequently get off track and are often corrected using a technique
called map-matching. Map-matching systems store a map of the vehicle's coverage area in a database
and assume that when a vehicle changes direction it must have turned from one road to another. When
a vehicle makes a turn, map-matching systems alter the vehicle's recorded location to the nearest
possible point at which the turn could have taken place. Because of the low degree of positional
accuracy of both dead-reckoning plus map-matching and dead-red<oning alone, most AVL systems use
more advanced technology options.

UThc Miami Method"
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Signpost

When vehicles that regularly travel a fixed route, such as transit buses, many fleet operators have found
chat signpost-based positioning systems offer an affordable alternative to more advanced AVL
technologies. Antennas are placed at locations throughout the vehicle's known route and record the
time when the vehicle passes. Asignpost-based AVL system also can be a valuable by-product ofsystems
intended for other purposes. For example, reader antennas that communicate with vehicle tags for
Electronic Toll Collection (ETC, also known as Automatic Vehicle Identification or AVI) also can
track the location of vehicles from one toll booth to another. The Harris County Toll Road Authority
in Houston and the Illinois State Toll Highway Authority in Chicago are currently using such systems.
Drawbacks to signpost-based systems include their inability to track vehicles off their normal route.
Ground-Based Radio-Navigation

In "terrestrial" or "ground-based" radio-navigation, theAVL vendor sets up several receiving antennas
in a metropolic;,n area. Each equipped vehicle broadcasts a radio-frequency (902-928 MHz) signal to
all nearby receiving antennas. From the time it takes for the signal to travel to the antenna, the distance
of the vehicle to the antennas can be determined. If the vehicle's signal was received by three or more
antennas, the vehicle's position can be uniquely determined (i.e., multi-lateration).
Since the variable cost per vehicle is low, ground-based radio-navigation systems are among the most
inexpensive AVL systems for the user. However, since the fixed cost of constructing the necessary
infrastruCture requires significant financial investment on the part of the AVL vendor, these systems
usually are available only in dense urban areas with large market potential.
LORAN·C

LORAN-C (Long-Range Aid to Navigation) uses low frequency radio waves to provide signal coverage.
The federal govenunem set up the communication system to aid the U.S. Geological Survey in
mapping. Instead of using multiple receivers to locate a signal transmitter, LORAN uses a single
receiver to locate multiple transmitters. LORAN.C often experiences radio frequency and electromagnetic interference. Close proximity to overhead power lines and RF signal booster stations in urban
and industrial areas can cause significant error on the time difference calculations. In addition,
LORAN-C positioning systems can experience error due to poor signal reception in urban canyons.
Due to these drawbacks and uncertainty about the government's future plans for this system, a decrease
in the number of commercial AVL systems using LORAN.C has occurred.
Global Positioning System (GPS)

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) use a network of24 satcUites in a geosynchronous orbit with Earth.
Antennas capable of receiving these satellite signals can determine their own location. GPS antennas
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receive the satellite signals free of charge; however, a license must be obtained. The U.S. Department
of Defense launched the satellites in order to track objects of interest on the ground. The system was
used to track tanks and even individual soldiers during the Persian Gulf War.
Differential GPS {DGPS)

One potential problem "~th using GPS for automatic vehicle location is that the Department of
Defense intentionally degrades the accuracy of GPS positioning data used for non-defense purposes.
Several companies have addressed the need for additional accuracy by manufacturing systems that
broadcast the corrections to the positioning data to special receivers ("differential GPS receivers"}
using a variety of wireless transmission media.

Technology Options Compared
According to a comparative analysis of positioning technology performed for Metro Mag&in<, while
GPS and DGPS are the most accurate of positioning technologies, they are also the most expensive.
LORAN-C, radio-navigation, and GPS signals have some difficulty transmitting through large
obstructions, such as mountains, tunnels, parking garages, and urban canyons formed by large
buildings that line many downtown city streets. GPS signals also have trouble transmitting through
opaque objects such as leaves on trees.
The Teletrac System

The Teletrac system takes advantage of several technologies (e.g., digital paging, digital mapping,
spread spectrum transmission, LORAN-C location computation algorithms, and multi-processor
distributed network control center}, which were originally developed to support the needs of other
markets. Teletrac is licensed to operate a vehicle interrogation signal frequency and a location signal
frequency transmitted by the vehicle location unit.
The Teletrac radio-navigation system includes a series of simulcast, high-power paging transmitters
and specialized receiver sites constructed at strategic locations throughout the metropolitan coverage
area. The receiver sites gather signals from the VLUs as well as from the simulcast transmitters.
Receiver sites are located at high elevation locations for maximum signal visibility, and, given the
particular conditions of the urban environment, Time Differences of Arrival (I'DOA} measurements
from a minimum of four receiving sites are required to compute a vehicle's location (thus the multilateration location technology). The time delay measurement from the receiver sites is processed to
compute the vehicle's latitude and longitude. Figure 2 shows a diagram of AirTouch Teletrac's multilateration location concept, as supplied by AirTouch Teletrac Corporation.

"Tite Mii:lm; Method"
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Figure 2
BASIS CONCEPT OF THE CONCEPT OF THE LOCATION ALGORITHM

D

B

Line of
Posn. A-B

Third Line of
Posn. to resolve
ambiguity
Line of
Posn.C-D

Loc.atlons are computed using the lines of constant time differences between pairs of receive sites.
These Time Difterences of Arrival (TDOA) form hyperbolas which cross at the location ofthe vehicle.
Additional lines of position from redundant receive sites allow ambiguous or "'ghost.. positions to
be eliminated. In order to obtain a mathematically unique solution, a minimum of4 sites must receive
the transmission from the vehicle. Generally, the greater the number of receive sites, the higher the
accuracy and reliabilicy of the location.
AfrTouch Teleu~ Proprietary 0 1994. All rights reserved.
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EVALUATION DESCRIPTION

The project kick-off meeting occurred on March 23, 1994. Vehicle installation of the AVL devices
occurred on April II, 12, and 21. Software training for Fleet Director"1 was provided by AirTouch
Teletrac on April 14 at tl1eir Ft. Lauderdale office, and workstation installation at the City Planning
office followed thereafter. The 113-day, continuous field evaluation began April 25 and officially
ended August 15. The overall project completion date was September 30, 1994.
Within its corporate boundaty area, the City of Miami previously had been divided into 17 travel
corridors from which level-of-service measures were proposed to be collected and monitored. The test
area for tl1e project encompassed this area, more specifically the travel corridors. To the greatest extent
possible, the City of Miami recruited volunteer drivers, who provided travel coverage along the 17
travel corridors.

Roles and Responsibilities
City of Miami
The City of Miami provided the financial sponsorship for this evaluation project The City was
responsible for recruitment of the 25 drivers and for providing a suitable, convenient workstation area
within the City administration building in downtown Miami. Also, two University of Miami
undergraduate transportation engineering students, working as interns for the City, provided
assistance in travel data gathering and workstation monitoring.
CUTR
CUTR designed, implemented, and monitored the tests and provided a written evaluation summary
under contract to the City. CUTR recruited and negotiated the cost-sharing agrocment with the private
vendor (AirTouch Teletrac) to provide the AVL system to the City for this evaluation. CUTR also was
responsible for developing the general evaluation plan and assessing the general accuracy and
reliability of the tra\•el speed data gathered during the project. Finally, CUTR also was responsible
for preparing a proposed scope of work for the next phase of this project (discussed later in this report),
which will identifY and assess the broad technological and transportation planning/monitoring
application issues regarding the "Miami Method" for LOS measurement and integration into
Congestion Management System (CMS) applications.

AirTouch Teletrac
Under a subcontractor agreement with the University of South Florida, AirTouch Teletrac provided
the following for purposes of the evaluation:

'The Miami Method"
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• Teletrac Fleet Director'" workstation and software for a period of 60 days, later extended to I 13
days.
• 25 Teletrac vehicle location units (VLUs) for a period of 60 days, later extended to 113 days.
• Technical support and workstation training for project personnel on the use of the Teletrac
system and Fleet Director"' software.
Installation and removal of the 25 vehicle location units also was performed by AirTouch Teletrac.
Only costs associated with the installation, removal, and temporary usage of vehicle location units
specifically for the I 13-<lay evaluation were covered under the subcontractor agreement. At the end
of the evaluation period, the VLUs were removed or purchased on an individual basis through a
separate agreement.

Recruitment of Drivers
As noted above, the Ciry of Miami was responsible for recmiting volunteers to have their vehicles
equipped with the VLUs. The volunteer drivers simply were asked to maintain their regular driving
patterns and behavior throughout the evaluation. Many of the drivers were City of Miami or Dade
County employees who live on the periphery of the city and commute to downtown on aweekday basis.
Coverage of five of the 17 corridors in the peak direction during morning and afternoon periods was
consequently provided. All volunteers drove their own personal vehicles; no City or County vehicles
were used in this experiment.

Privacy Concerns
Advantages to participation in the evaluation included receiving a free vehicle breakdown and stolen
vehicle recovery service for which many south Floridians pay start-up costs ofover $300 plus a monthly
subscription service fee. CUTR, AirTouch Teletrac, and the City assured volunteer drivers that their
vehicles would be tracked only by their assigned numbers, and that all vehicle location information
would be used only for the stated purposes of the evaluation. Under no ci rcumstances would the data
be given to police, City or County supervisors or other outside parties.
Vehicle identification for data reporting purposes was recorded by the last four digits of the unique
vehicle identification number (VIN}. Table I summarizes the driver directory.

Installation
Installation for a single vehicle location unit took about an hour. As mentioned previously, a single
VLU consisted of a control unit (a "transponder" about the size ofa videotape cassette) and an interior
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"pancake" antenna. The control unit is·installed underneath the steering column and wired to the
ignition; the antenna is installed between the roof of the car and the roof interior. Although the
interior of the car appears to be entirely disassembled during installation, once installation is complete
it is impossible to detect that the VLU has
been installed. Figure
3 shows the installation of one of the 25
VLUs. Figure 4 shows
the transponder and
pancake antenna components before installation.

Figure 3.
VLU
INSTALLATION

:
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Figure 4 .

VEHICLE
LOCATOR UNIT

During th~ April 14
software training s~
sion, it was discovered
that the transponders
did not report when the
vehicle ignition mrned
on and off, a capability
most AirTouch Teletrac
transponders possess.
This function was needed so that, during the data analysis phase, it could be determined when a trip began and ended, so as
to determine the average speed over the entire trip. The firmware of the units installed on April I I
and 12 had to be re-configured, which took place on April21, along with installation of the remaining
11 transponders. The situation was quickly resolved, and the data collection began on April25, 1994,
as scheduled.
AirTouch staff delivered the Fleet DirectorTM workstation- a Compaq 486 computer running the Fleet
DirectorTM software with internal high-speed (14,400 baud} modem-to the City of Miami on April
15. The City provided a dedicated phone line for continuous communication between the workstation
and AirTouch Teletrac's operations center in Ft. Lauderdale.
Polling Frequency
CUTR r~earchers configured the software to poll the position of each of the 25 vehicles every 30
seconds when the vehicle ignition was on, and every 5 minutes when the vehicle ignition was off.
Although the Telmac systoin is capable of polling vehicl~ with a frequency of up to every 8 seconds,
this interval is not desirable when using the system to determine average vehicle speeds from location
data. As an example, a vehicle traveling an average of 12 miles per hour travels only 140 feet in 8
seconds. However, the positional accuracy of the Teletrac system was guaranteed only to within a
radius of 150 feet. Consequently, for vehicl~ traveling at this speed, it would be impossible to
determine whether the change in location was due to the fuct that the vehicle was in motion or due
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to positional inaccuracy of the Teletrac system. AirTouch Teletrac staff recommended a polling
frequency of every 30 seconds, which could detect vehicles in motion traveling at average speeds as low
as four miles per hour.

Fleet Director™ Software
Each time a vehicle's position was recorded, location appeared in the following form:
Vehicle number, average speed, direction, time (hour, minute, second),
date and location (latitude. longitude)

For example:
1342

35E

07:36:33am 04/ 25/94 25.74728 ·80.21642

1342

3SE

07:36:33am 04/25/94 POINCIANA Bl VD. btw 24TH AVE and 25TH AVE

City of Miami Transportation Planning staff requested vehicle location data for the following periods:
Weekday mornings, 5:00am to 1O:OOam
Weekday afternoons, 3:00pm to 8:00pm
Saturdays, 1O:OOam to 2:00pm

CUTR research staff configured the Fleet Director'l'M software to write vehicle location data to a file
(in ASCII format) for these periods. In the end.of-day summary reports, a vehicle's location could ~e
reported in either of two ways: coordinates in latitude and longitude or street name and nearest cross
streets. Since both forms of information would be helpful during the data analysis phase, the software
was configured to make two reports for every reporting period. The six files that comprised the end·
of-<lay reports are described in Table 2.

"Tile Miami Method"
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At the end of each day, the Fleet DirectorTM software would append that day's vehicle location data
to the existing tile, creating a new tile if none existed. All six reports amassed over 4.5 megabytes of
vehicle location data every week. Since there were only 40 megabytes of free memory on the Fleet
Director'"' workstation's hard disk drive, City of Miami staff were instructed to make a copy of all
".RPT'' tiles at the end of each week, erase those tiles, and send a backup copy to CUTR in Tampa for
;maysts.

Between April 25 and August 15, the experiment amassed almost 150 megabytes of vehicle location
data, recording over 4,400 trips. Excerpts from these reports appear in Figures 5 and 6.

Hosted Site Visit(s)
One scheduled site visit to Miami was hosted by the project team during the course of the evaluation
period. The purpose of this hosted site visit was to display the working environment of the evaluation
and share interim findings with interested parties from Florida Department ofTransportation. This
one-day event occurred on July 19, 1994. The City, CUTR, and AirTouch Teletrac were available for
questioning from visitors; several evaluation fleet vehicles (with cellular phones) also were available
for direct participation in validation tests. Other informal site visits during the evaluation period were
coordinated as jointly agreed to by the project team.
Following the completion of the evaluation and final report, it will be important to share findings
locally, statewide, and nationally. To the greatest extent possible, dissemination will be strategically
coordinated among the City, CUTR, and AirTouch Teletrac and targeted to such groups as the City
of Miami, Metro-Dade MPO, FOOT, Florida MPOs, Florida Department of Community Affairs,
Florida League of Cities, Florida Association of Counties. Florida Section of the Institute of
Transportatin Engineers (lTE), national ITE, Transportation Research Board, and ITS AMERICA
(formerly IVHS AMERICA}.

EVALUATION RESULTS

Data Analysis
CUTR research staff wrote two software programs to analyze the vehicle location data and report
average speed. "SPEED.EXE" computes the speed of a vehicle over its entire trip, from the moment
the vehicle ignition is turned on to the moment the vehicle ignition is turned off. "SEGMENT.EXE"
computes a vehicle's speed from the moment it enters to the moment it exits a pre-defined road segment
along a trip (defined by the geographic coordinates of its beginning and ending points.) Both
programs were written in the C computer language, using a TurboC compiler. Excerpts from sample
ompm files from each program appear in Figure 7.
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Figure 5
SAMPLE EXCERPT FROM END-OF-DAY REPORT: LATITUDE & LONGITUDE

l&b!ill

0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676

~J:!eeg

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

**0
0
48SE
35E
34N
49NE
61E
62E
63E
49E
9NE
29E
0
44E
28NE
0
51NE
0
42NE
35NE
38NE
39NE
35NE

Time
06: 39: 45arn
06:4 4 :48arn
06:49:46arn
06:54:47arn
06:59:46am
07:04:49arn
07:10:25am
07:09:53am
07:09:53am
07:09:53arn
07:10:46arn
07:11: 23am
07:11:51am
07:12:19am
07:12:48am
07:13:15am
07 : 13:48arn
07:14:16am
07:14:49arn
07: 15·: 17am
07:15:49arn
07:16:17am
07:16:45arn
07:17:20am
07:17:47arn
07:18:19arn
07:18:48am
07:19:15arn
07:19:48arn
07:20:16arn
07:20:48am
07:21:17am
07:21:48am
07:22:16am

Rate
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
0 7/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/9 4
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/9 4
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/9 4
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/9 4
07/07/94
07/07/94

Locl!ti.onaiJ£ent
25 . 69226 -so. 35769
25.69241 -80.35774
25.69232 -80.35757
25.69241 -80.35744
25.69234 -80.35763
25.69237 -80.35761
25.69213 -80.35774
RCV [41) - VEHICLE ON
Driver Status Changed.
25.69217 -80 . 35789
25.69091 -80 . 3 5746
25.68696 -8 0 .35800
25.68687 -80.35784
25.68681 - 80.35351
25.68704 -80.34898
25.69061 - 80 . 34787
25.69458 -80. 34199
25.69515 -80.33433
25.69473 -80.32521
25 . 69479 -so. 31729
25.69490 - 80.31021
25 . 69556 -80 . 30929
25.69588 -80.30564
25.69567 -80.30111
25.69586 -80.30025
25.69801 -80.29695
25 . 70011 -80.29349
25.70163 -80.29216
25.70251 -80.29045
25 . 70509 -80.28841
25.70805 - 80 . 28455
25.71105 -80.28090
25.71429 -80.27673
25 . 71683 - 80.27334

Both programs use two methods to compute average travel speed. Method 1 averages the speed
recordings made by the Fleet Directorw. software over the trip. Method 2 calculates the cumulative
distance traveled by the vehicle (from recording to recording), then divides by the total time elapsed.
The Fleet Director1 "' software calculates average vehicle speed in largely the same ways-the distance
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Figure 6

EXCERPT FROM END-OF-DAY REPORT: STREET ADDRESS
Label
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0 676

0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676
0676

Speed
0
0

0

~
06 :39:45am
0 6:44: 46am
06:49: 46am

0

06:54: 47am

0

06:59: 46am

0
0

07:04: 49atn

07:10:25am
07:09:5Jatn
07:09 : 53 am

0

••0
0
48SE
35E
34N
49NE
61E
62£
63E
49E
9NE
29E
0
44E
28NE
0

SlNE
0
42NE
35NE
38NE
39NE
35NE

07:09:53am
01:10: 46a:m

07: ll:23am
07 :11:51am
07:12 : 19am

07: 12:46am
07 :13:15am
07:13:48am
07:14:16am
07: 1 4:49am
07: 15 : 1 7am
07:15: 49am
07:16:17am

07:16:45am
07: 1 7 :20am
07:17: 47am

0 7:18:19am
07:18: 48am

07: 19 : lSam
07:19:48am
07:20:16am
07:20:4Bam
07:21:17a m

07:21:48am
07:22 : 16am

pate
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07j07j94
07j07/94
07/07/94
07f07f94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/ 94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/9 4
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94
07/07/94

Location/Eve nt
SW 102ND AV btw SW 62ND TERR & SW 81ST ST . KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR & SW 81ST ST. KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR & SW 81ST ST. KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82NO TERR & SW 81ST ST. KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR & SW 61ST ST. KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR & SW 81ST ST. KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR & SW 81ST ST. KENDALL
RCV ( 41) - VEHI CLE ON
Driver Status Changed.
SW 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR & SW 61ST ST. KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 84TH ST & SW 82NO TERR . KENDALL
SW 102ND AV btw SW 88TH ST & SW 87TH ST. KENDALL
SW 88TH ST btw SW 102ND AV & SW lOlST AV. KENDALL
SW 88TH ST btw SW 98TH CT & SW 99TH CT. KENDALL
SW 88TH ST btw SW 96TH AV & SW 97TH AV. KENDALL
SW 96TH AV at SW 95TH AV. KENDALL 33173
SNAPPER CREEK EXWY btw SW 87TH AV & S DADE EXWY.
SNAPPER CREEK EXWY btw SW 87TH AV & S DADE EXWY.
SNAPPER CREEK EXWY btw SW 79TH AV & SW 82ND AV .
SNAPPER CREEK EXWY btw SW 76TH AV & HWY 826. GLENVAR
SNAPPER CREEK EXWY btw SW 72ND AV & SW 76TH AV.
SW 80TH ST btw SW 72ND AV & SW 71ST AV. GLENVAR
SW 80TH ST btw SW 7 1ST AV & SW 69TH AV. GLENVAR
SW 67TH AV btw SW 81ST ST & SW 80TH ST. GLENVAR
SW 8 0TH ST btw SW 67TH AV & SW 66TH AV. GLENVAR
US 1 btw SW 80TH ST & SW 62ND AV. SOUTH MIAMI 33143
SW 62ND AV btw SW 76TH ST & US 1 . SOUTH MIAMI 33143
US 1 btw SW 61ST AV & SW 62ND AV . SOUTH MIAMI 33143
SW 59TH CT btw SW 74TH ST & SW 73RD ST. SOUTH MIAMI
US 1 at SW 72ND ST. SOUTH MIAMI 33143
US 1 btw YUHURI ST & SW 57TH AV . CORAL GABLES 33146
US 1 btw S W 57TH AV & MARIPOSA CT. CORAL GABLES
US 1 btw MARIPOSA CT & CABALLERO BLVD. CORAL GABLES
HOMESTEAD AV btw AUGUSTO ST & MARIUS ST. CORAL

AVL for Me<1surement of Couidor LOS

traveled since the last location recorded divided by the time elapsed. In Method I, if the distance
traveled is less than a certain threshold (0.015 miles, 79.2 feet or 0.000224 latitudinal/longitudinal
units), the Fleet Director"' software assumes that the difference in vehicle location readings is due to
inaccuracy of the positioning technology and sets the speed at zero. In addition, the Fleet Director"''
softv1•are uses the following com•ersion factors for miles per geographic coordinate units, averaging
conversion ''alues for all the cities in which AirTouch Teletrac has AVL systems operating:
1 geographic unit - 67.495 miles

latitude:

Longitude: 1 geographic unit = 67.495 miles

Figure 7. SAMPLE ANALYSIS RESULTS
start: 0676 0 07:09:53am 07/07/94 25.692 17 -80.35789
d escripti on: S~l 102ND AV btw SW 82ND TERR f. SW 81ST ST. KENDALL 33173
end:
0676 47 07:33:48am 07/07/9 4 25.77577 -80 .19951
description: N~l 3RD AV btw NlY 3RO ST & mr 2ND ST. l1IAMI 33128
total distance 1 (in miles):

12.28833

total distance 2 (in miles) :
13.32528
0.39861
total time difference (in hours) :
avera9e speed 1 (in miles per hour): 30.82788
average speed 2 ( in miles p,er hour): 33.42928
start: 1342

o 07:1o:44am 07/07/94

25.72659 -80.33 197

description: Sf~ 45TH ST btw SN 85TH AV & SW 84TH AV. OLYMPIA HEIGHTS 33155
end:
1342 o 07:33:48am 07/07/94 25.77573 -80.19904
description:

N1~

2ND ST btw

N~l

3RD AV

total distance 1 (in miles):
total distance 2 (in miles):
total time difference (in hours):
average speed 1 (in miles per hour):
average speed 2 (in miles per hour):
start: 1389 0 07:35:55am
description: NW 4TH TERR.
end :
1389 35 08:06: 18am
description: W FLAGLER ST

07/07/94
33172
07/07/94
btw I 95

&

NW 2ND AV. MIAIH 33128

10.12500
10.50811
0.38444
26.33670
27.33323
25.77191 -80.35276
25.77388 -80 .199 57

& I 95. MIAMI 33130

total distance 1 (in miles):
total distance 2 (in miles):
total time difference (in hours ) :

12.40333
12.73180
0.50639
average speed 1 (in miles per hour): 24.49369
average speed 2 (in miles per hour): 25.14233

Note:

Method f averages FleetOirectofiM•s values for vehicle speed

over entire trip.

Method 2 averages values for distance traveled over time elapsed between location readings.
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Method 2 uses the following conversion factors for miles per geographic unit, using specitlc telemetry
measurements for south Florida:
Latitude:

1 geographic unit • 62.729 miles

Longitude: 1 geographic unit • 69.387 miles

Method 2 was also shown to have a higher degree of accuracy.

Data Validation
In order to determine the accuracy of the "SPEED.EXE" program's calculations for average travel

speeds, CUTR researchers set up a validation process to compare observed values to calculated values
for the average speed over a vehicle trip. City of Miami Transportation Planning staff, who were
driving equipped vehicles, manually recorded (at their convenience) the starting and ending times of
their trips, plus the distance traveled- the conventional way of gathering this type of data. Completed
validation test forms (Figure 8) were sent to CUTR for analysis, where average travel speed for the
validation runs were compared with the output from the "SPEED.FXE" software for that specitlc trip.
Thirty runs produced comparative data by the end of the project.
Since it was more convenient for City of Miami Transportation Planning staff to conduct validation
runs during mid-day rather than morning and afternoon periods, the Fleet Director"' software was
configured to produce two additional end-of-day reports:
Figure 8

SAMPlE VALIDATION
TEST FORM
.,

•.

P~int;Ot_br1gin:
..,-'--:-""--:---------:-------.,:-:--..;::-----+
'.

Begin Trlp:Time'< ..,---- ';..:.:..--'"----,-=-- ---''--"-'--'--''--'--'-""-""'--'----;."--

Average Trip Speed:
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VALXY.RPT- Weekdays, 12:00 noon to 3:00pm, loe<~tion recorded in latitude & longitude
VAI.ADD.RPT - Weekdays. 12:00 noon to 3:00pm, location recorded by nearest street and cross streets

Comparing the data collected automatically and manually for the 30 validation runs, the mean
difference was -1.07 mph for Method I and+1.07 mph for Method 2. Assuming that the differences
between observed and calculated values follow a normal distribution pattern, the 95 percent
confidence intervals for the differences can be calculated, as shown in Table 3.
Using these assumptions, we can be at least 95 percent confident that Method I is accurate to within
:t 2.47 mph and Method 2 is accurate to within ± 1.93 mph.

95% Confidence Interval

-1 .07 mph +/-1.40 mph

+1.07 mph+/- 0.86 mph

Graph of Average Travel Speed over Time
Since Method 2 was more accurate, it was used in calculating the average speeds used in Figure 9. Four
graphs were constructed showing the average vehicle speeds on two sample road segments (each
approximately one mile long) in the peak direction during morning and afternoon periods over three
months of the data gathering evaluation. Each graph displays how average speeds exhibit high
variability over time. As an example, Figure 9 shows one of the four graphs, average calculated speed
for a sample road segment of the Dolphin Expressway between LeJeune Road and N.W. 54th Avenue
in the peak direction (eastliound) during the morning period.
This example indicates how average travel speeds can vary by time of day, day of the week, week of the
year, etc. Automatic collection of real-time travel data through AVL will be able to enhance simluation
and travel model validation procedures.
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Figure 9
DOLPHIN EXPRESSWAY-Peak Direction Eastbound, Sam-10am
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CONCLUSION AND
R ECOMM ENDATION FOR fUTURE TESTS

This evaluation has clearly demonstrated that the AirTouch Tdetrac automatic vehicle location system
can be used to measure average.vehicle speeds on Miami's 17 transportation corridors~ given a cost·

sharing agreement with AirTouch Teletrac, sufficient electronic storage capacity, appropriate data
analysis software, and a pool of volunteer drivers.
In fuct, a similar data gathering experiment could be repeated anywhere in the six metropolitan areas
where AirTouch Telet.rac is available. To conduct a similar evaluation outside the coverage areas of
those six metro areas cities, however, requires another AVL system vendor using a different positioning
technology, most likely global positioning systems.
In the next phase ofthis evaluation, CUTR will extend the analysis using its program "SEGMENT.EXE"
to compute average trip speeds for the entire corridor for each of Miami's 17 corridors in the peak
direction during the peak period. The City Planning Division will then incorporate those computed
average speeds into its corridor le,•el-of-service determination.
In addition, CUTR hopes to obtain from Dade County a link-node map of roadways annotated with
congested travel speeds, as calculated b}' the Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure
(FSUTMS) simulation model. The congested travel speeds and resulting level-of-service determination
computed by this model are used as theofficial LOS values by the Florida DOT, metropolitan planning
organizations, and local governments in complying with the 1985 Growth Management Act and other
transportation planning purposts. CUTR intends to compare the FSUTMS simulated values of
average travel for annotated road links witl1 average speeds reported by the AirTouch Tdetrac AVL
system, which can be accomplished simply by feeding the latitude and longitude coordinates for those
links into the "SEGMENT.EXE" program.
Accurate measurement of average travel speeds i~ needed for a variety of purposes, not just for
determining concurrency, as required by the 1985 Florida Growth Management Act. Mobile source
emission models use estimated vehicle speeds in determining regional air quality, an important
requirement of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. Additionally, the Intermodal Surface
Transportation and Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) requires all urban areas with a population of more
than 200,000 to establish a Congestion Management System (CMS), including transportation
perfonnance measures. CUTR and the Florida Department of Transportation are exploring the
possibility of using the same AVL system used in this project to collect data needed for traffic
performance measures for one of the state's two prototype Congestion Mar~agement Systems in
Broward County or Palm Beach County.
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Miami Tests AVL Data From
Teletrac System For Measuring Traffic
~prit:ud with j}(.nnissi(lfl fnmr

Inside rYHS At~.tJtJl 15, 1994

© 1994. Wo<tun lnformas.iiJII &roi(es)
A traffic measurement field test wrapping up in Miami dili
week •maybe the only M-IS project th3t d(l(m't involve one penny
offcder.\1 money,"$:\~ Mi¢hae1l1ietr't)'k, IVHS pr¢gr:un m.;lnager
3t the ('..enter for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the
Univcrsit}' o f South Florida. CUTR is serving as a con.sultant on
the project, whi¢h itevi'l1U3ti.ng the use of :a -.'clllde u:ackin& $f$lem
to me;~s1.1re mfftcflow. TM citrofMiamii.s {()oting the entire b;D.
'We're o nly talking about a S2S,OOOproject. But welye gotten
a lot out of it,'' says Pietrz}~ who is working on the project with
CUTR research o'ISsociate Amy Polk.
Cbtkru r ncr, a tri'ln.~portation planner at Miami's Depart rro.ent
of Planning, Building and Zoning, initiated the test beta\•se be
wanted to automate procedUJC$ for defining the normal traffic flow
on loads chroush the city. Florida's cities nocd this data to hdp
them comply with $late growth management laws. The Ja\\'$ say
m.unicipaHtiet may f.IOt grant development pcrmiu toprojects that
would degr;~.de servkt$-mch as tr.msportarion- bc.low pre<sta~
li.sbed Jevds of service.
To define the lc:vd of service on a roadway, planners ne<:d to
determine rhc 3\'erngc traffiC .speed. ''The problem is, colkcting that
kind ofinformacion UYer;-e.xpetuive," Po)k.s;tys. The\l$u:ll medtc>tl
is to pay two people to d ri\-e the (oad wirh a stop watch and a
dipboard.
But that's not practice for gathering data on all <Jf a ¢ity'3
tran.sportationconidon. So. "bet outtc>$etwhethe.r there'$ a qui¢k
and inc:xpcnsivewaytofind out what theavcragespc«iswereaaoss
a netwcdc,'' l urner S'3.)'S.
As f.u baGkas 1988, Turner began thinking tb:~t aa a:utomati¢
vehicle location (AVl) Sfstcm might be tbeanswe;. But another si.'(
yea.rs pa~td urwll the Dep:mmcnt had the time and money to
undertake a t<:st. The city cont.r.lcted with CUTR to pla.o. and
oonductthe te$t and write an C\...\Juation. The fidd trials began in
Jate..,-\pril a nd were due to e.nd this week. GUTR willddiver afinal
report to the city in September, Pietrzyk S:..y'3.
The re$earchert :'l.l COTR chose Airtouch (formerly Pactd)
Teletra¢1$ terrewial AVl q$tCJ.n.atthe tracking technology fo r the
test. Miami is- patt ofTdctrac's South Florida mukct, one ofsix
metropolitan areas where the loglewood, C-ilir. <:omp:~.nyoper,~;tet
;. fl«t tr,..ckiJIS sexvice bQsed on a proprietary radiolocation
network, Tdctrac'.s-o nhoard units for ba.sicvehick tracking sell for
about $300; a $)'Hem that indudes a mobile data terminal costs

about $600 to $800 (•« ln>ide!VHS, ilpr;112, 1993).
Teletrae lent the project 25 onboard unit$ and a tracking
workstation, charging CUTR c>nlyfor i.ustaltir~.g the equiprnent on
volunteen' vehicles. CUTR and the ¢ity aren't P")'ing for the
lo¢ation transml$don3, either. "{($all on trial," says Stephen Tine,
m.'ln.<•&er¢[com.merda.ls-ales atTdct rae's South Florida offKc in Ft.
Lauderdale.
Turner recruited c-olleagues and friends to h.a''e the tri'lcking
);f$ ttmsln~ulled on their COIJ~. Focu$ing on five hourt each during
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the morning and evening commuter pe3b, plu$ two houn on.
S:tturday, the ¢it.y u.sed the Telctrae syrtcm to poll the vehicle$'
locations every 30 $~Ortd$. The do'lta \9<l$ tben tr.uufene<.i to 11
computer at CUTR, where Polk had wriuen l'o\'0 J>C()Sr'3ffit to
detertui:ne tri'l v-<:l~pc<:d$. One deri\'C.S theaYeragc tnwd speed for an
entire trip, from r.hc time the ignition is turned on until the
moment it's turned off. The othc:r correlates the geographic
coordinucs-of toad segment:~ m rl:l.evellicle$' .reCl)rded locationt to
detive i'lver.~se speed$ for pruti<:ular segments.
Tc>tlttermine ifthe syltem was producing valid data, Clark and
two other d rivets in the p roject madc$ome. trips with a stopw:~rch
and clipboard to record their tra\•el times and odometer rc.1.ding$.
At. the $3me t ime, they~re tr.~ced by the Teletr<\C$y~:teu\. Comp;~.r~
ins the data ¢0lletttd ;~utom;.ti(;liJly' ;~nd m\lnu:tlly, partkip;lnt$
findw far that tbed.itadcrived fromthcTdetracS)ostcm is ...accurate
to about 2 mph for $pe<:d-that's about 10 pe..rc:~nt,'' Polk says.
Ooc gap in the data collcctio.o method used i.n rhe tes( is that
the voluntce.t driveN' regular trips don't take them dO\\'n aJ1 17
trouuportation corridors where the city need; to c:.stabli$b average
traveLspe-eds. ~lfthi.s .,..~re to be deployed on a wider scate~ l'd like
to see a more S)""Stemaric recruitment of drivers,'' Polk says.
Tutnc:r poinJs out, howcver,th.at rhcobjec.t ofth.c text is not to
develop a definitive database, but to determine whether the
technology is an inexpensive and C:aS)' wa)' to measure aYcra,sc
speed~ . Ifthe city were to implement the method o~·er the long tetm,
it would have toc.hoose its volunteers more .sd ectivd)',and pos.sibly
provide incentives for people to do "auigned driving other t~n
theit norm:l.l rOUte3,~ he tayl.
Purchasingunitsto install on city-owned vehicles c-ould give the
Department a permanent set of prob« for monitoring traffic
~ds. Tine 3a~ the city has expreu«:: intere$t in retaining some
o f the u ,,juas a Jlayi_I'IS customer. Right now, however, no fund ing
is available to continue coUecting data beyond the test peri¢d,
Turnersaf$.
Onoe thedtydocu.meou wb:~.lh has accomplished and makes
$Orne propo311.b, it might be able lO obt:ain :-!dditional fu nds. ·
Official; with the: Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
havt-ex:presscd interest i~;~ conductingasimilartcstusingAVL ba.sed
on cheglol.xd po$itioning system (GPS), for the S<~ke oftompariton,
be sa~.
In o'lddicion to 3naty?.ing ltaffic- flow for planning pu rpo.scs-, a
city C\·entually could U$C an AVLbased ooJJe<:tion method to
support traffic management, Turner $:\~. With enoush ¢a{$perb;.ps h.uodt«b-at probell, the cit)' oould cstablidl a database:
iJ.ldica(ing normal trafficspeed..s-on various Jinks. Using a progr<1m
to deri\·e travel spoeds in ret~~l time, the $f$\em eould detect when
traffi¢ on a rOOdW:\y fell below an l!$tab1ished threshold, thus
indi¢ating atr.~ff'ie incident. Also, ana.lyz:ing bistorica.l traffic How
data could hdppinpoint "choke points" where uafficr«:g\lbrly f.1ll.$
bdow the thr«hold, he saf$. TraMportation tmln<lger$ ¢0Uld t11e.n
make changes to correct the problem.
Traffic e ngineering could usc the S}'Stcm when they were
making improvements toadty's .sign~) timing, to e~~pture "before
and after i mpro,·e-ment~ .in tr.wcl3pecds,• PitttZ}'k$<'1)'~. They also
c-ould usc.it to¢0mpare ;t¢tu<'l tr<\velspeed$ onoonges-ted roadways
witb$peed$dedvcd by$imu1ation modds. "Rcatt-,~, we're just hitting
the tip of the iceberg" in the current test, he says.
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